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Via ferrara length
350 m

Climbing time
2:00 h
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Steinwand - Arzl im Pitztal



At a Glance

Difficulty level

☑



Description

C-D

Exposure N

Information

Approach
You can already see the via ferrata from the car
park. The entrance is reachable in 10 minutes.
Elevation of starting point 880
Elevation of starting point 920
Elevation of exit point



1020

Elevation of highest point 1060


Walk time to entry
point
0:10 h

Topo image

The via ferrata is reachable within 10 mintues from a parking place near
the valley entrance of the Pitztal. The easy variant leads towards the right
after the access and is the ideal preparation for the more difficult route on
the left side.
You climb up the stone wall in three sections. Hence, it is possible to either
do a round tour in the wall or walk down comfortably to the valley.
The beginning is promising. Over an edge with a view to the valley, you
climb up and later you reach the junction via a traverse.
The second part is very demanding. Within the difficulty level of C and D+,
the route utilises the natural formations, levels and plates of the partly
outwards expanding rock.
For families, the rope stretches toward the west over a ramp. Both variants
rejoin at the exit. Hence, different variations are possible and the easier
part can be used as a descent to make a round trip.
Descent
Various trials lead comfortably down to the valley. For the shortest
distance back to the parking space, walk from the transmitter a small
section on the wide path downwards and then turn right to Arzl.

Outline
Descent
On different paths you can easily reach the valley.
For the shortest stretch back to the car park, first
walk down the wide path from the transmitter and
then turn right immediately towards Arzl.


Walking time descent
0:30 h

Arrival
Exit the motorway A12 at Imst or if you are coming
from the Fernpass then drive until Imst. From there
towards direction Pitztal to the first village in the
Pitztal called Arzl. Once there, follow the signs to
the parking area of the via ferrata (fire station). The
access is reachable within 10 minutes from the
parking space.
Public transport
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www.climbers-paradise.com/klettersteige-pitztal
/location/steinwand-arzl-im-pitztal/
Parking
Free parking at the car park Steige. The parking lot
is located behind the fire station.



Seasons

☑

MAR

☑

APR

☑

MAY

☑

JUN

☑

JUL

☑

AUG

☑

SEP

☑

OCT
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